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What is Transfer Learning?What is Transfer Learning?

�� Transfer Learning: using previously learned Transfer Learning: using previously learned 

knowledge to improve performance on later, knowledge to improve performance on later, 

related tasksrelated tasks

�� Important because traditional machine learning Important because traditional machine learning 

techniques learn over narrow problemtechniques learn over narrow problem--spacesspaces

�� TL approaches should be general enough to TL approaches should be general enough to 

apply to a wide variety of domainsapply to a wide variety of domains
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Developing TL Approaches Developing TL Approaches 

�� Our strategy is to develop multiple approaches Our strategy is to develop multiple approaches 

and compare their performance on various tasksand compare their performance on various tasks

�� Combining approaches to leverage strengths of Combining approaches to leverage strengths of 

each will achieve good transfereach will achieve good transfer

�� Soar is a good platform for this comparison Soar is a good platform for this comparison 

study: it provides multiple learning mechanisms study: it provides multiple learning mechanisms 

in a single architecturein a single architecture
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Urban Combat TestbedUrban Combat Testbed

�� MultiMulti--agent FPS realagent FPS real--

time video gametime video game

�� Built on Quake 3 engineBuilt on Quake 3 engine

�� UCT exposes shared UCT exposes shared 

memory interface, memory interface, 

interfaced to Soar kernel interfaced to Soar kernel 

via SMLvia SML
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Transfer Learning in UCTTransfer Learning in UCT

�� Many different types of transfer, divided into 10+1 Many different types of transfer, divided into 10+1 

levelslevels

�� FirstFirst--toto--flag scenarios created for UCT to test each flag scenarios created for UCT to test each 

level of transferlevel of transfer

�� Each scenario consists of a source and target problemEach scenario consists of a source and target problem

�� Knowledge transferred from the source improves Knowledge transferred from the source improves 

performance on the targetperformance on the target

�� Declarative knowledge that can be transferred includes Declarative knowledge that can be transferred includes 

the location of a flag, a map, and routesthe location of a flag, a map, and routes
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Transfer Learning in UCTTransfer Learning in UCT

Memorization
(Level 0)

Reparameterization
(Level 1)

Extrapolation
(Level 2)
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ApproachesApproaches

�� Multiple approaches developed that take Multiple approaches developed that take 

advantage of multiple learning mechanisms in advantage of multiple learning mechanisms in 

SoarSoar

�� MemoryMemory--basedbased

�� SearchSearch--basedbased

�� Reinforcement LearningReinforcement Learning
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Urban Combat Agent Urban Combat Agent -- UCBotUCBot

Detect-Flag Record-area Record-path ......Explore Go-to-flag Search-for-flag

Maintain-search-
history

Move-to-gateway Move-through-gateway

Move-to-area

Forward Stop-turnTurn-right Turn-leftStop

Move-to-xy
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MemoryMemory--basedbased

�� Trades memory for fast Trades memory for fast 

executionexecution

�� Stores Stores O(N)O(N) areas & areas & O(NO(N22))

paths in working memorypaths in working memory

�� When the agent needs a path, When the agent needs a path, 

no computation is requiredno computation is required

�� Abuses working memory and Abuses working memory and 

affects the Rete matcheraffects the Rete matcher
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SearchSearch--basedbased

�� Still maintains N areas, but Still maintains N areas, but 

no path information in no path information in 

working memoryworking memory

�� When the agent needs a path, When the agent needs a path, 

it performs a modelit performs a model--based based 

search using a nearestsearch using a nearest--

gateway heuristicgateway heuristic

�� Chunks results of search: Chunks results of search: 

agent stores path information agent stores path information 

as procedural knowledgeas procedural knowledge
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Reinforcement LearningReinforcement Learning

�� Stores no spatial knowledge Stores no spatial knowledge 

in working memoryin working memory

�� Learns value of moving to an Learns value of moving to an 

area, stored as numeric area, stored as numeric 

preferences on operator preferences on operator 

proposalsproposals

�� Significantly longer training Significantly longer training 

time requiredtime required

�� However, route finding UCT However, route finding UCT 

is essentially deterministicis essentially deterministic
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Reinforcement LearningReinforcement Learning

�� Location of flag and Location of flag and 

paths are stored paths are stored 

implicitly as expected implicitly as expected 

valuesvalues

�� Captured as RL rules, Captured as RL rules, 

where numeric where numeric 

preferences specify the preferences specify the 

expected value of expected value of 

moving to an areamoving to an area
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Generalizing the ApproachesGeneralizing the Approaches

�� How do these approaches generalize across domains?How do these approaches generalize across domains?
�� MemoryMemory--based: prebased: pre--compute all solutions and store in compute all solutions and store in 

working memoryworking memory

�� SearchSearch--based: store domain knowledge in working memory, based: store domain knowledge in working memory, 
but search for solutions rather than prebut search for solutions rather than pre--computing all computing all 
possible solutionspossible solutions

�� Reinforcement Learning: transfer Reinforcement Learning: transfer of statisticalof statistical knowledgeknowledge

�� Strongest transfer will be achieved when all approaches Strongest transfer will be achieved when all approaches 
are combined, leveraging the strengths of eachare combined, leveraging the strengths of each
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Nuggets & CoalNuggets & Coal

�� Existing UCBot should Existing UCBot should 

easily extend to higher easily extend to higher 

levels of transferlevels of transfer

�� Comparison of Comparison of 

memory/search based memory/search based 

methods to RL highlight methods to RL highlight 

strengths and weaknesses strengths and weaknesses 

of eachof each

�� Results for only one Results for only one 

domain, and UCT is not domain, and UCT is not 

an ideal TL testbed (yet)an ideal TL testbed (yet)

�� HavenHaven’’t t investigatedinvestigated

transferring more transferring more 

complicated semantic complicated semantic 

knowledgeknowledge


